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Phase 1 of the restoration work of
the river and meadow at Hunworth
was successfully undertaken
between the 18th and 27th March.

An account of this is given on the
centre pages

A message from your
Treasurer

Hunworth Project

We aim to work in
friendly

collaboration with
landowners and

farmers,
conservation
organisations
and relevant

public bodies.

   April 2009

When the RGCG was established,
some 10 years ago, the annual
subscription was deliberately set at
the low figure of £5. Since then the
Newsletter has increased in size
and has moved from black and
white to colour. It has been well
received by Members and by
organisations with similar interests
to our own. Inevitably costs have
risen and in particular postage has
increased inexorably and seems set
to continue to do so. As a result
our basic "housekeeping"
expenditure this year exceeds our
income from subscriptions by
nearly £100. Reluctantly we have
concluded that we must increase
subscriptions and

RGCG ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Saturday 30th May

As last year our AGM will be held at at Cley Village Hall. The talk is on
topic which has been a very big issue for some time, but is now
moving to a more public centre stage - the damage that can be
caused by non-native invasive species.

These include mink, the signal crayfish, Himalayan balsam and various
water plants. Fortunately the Glaven has remained relatively clear of
the devastation that can be caused, but for many of the chalk rivers in
the greater south east one or more of these species have inflicted
huge damage, which at best is very difficult to put right.

The American signal crayfish spreads a plague which eliminates the
native white-clawed species; and intensive burrowing into the banks
can cause collapse. Mink will very quickly wipe out the water voles on
a river. Himalayan Balsam will spread along a river bank and can
displace all other vegetation. Pond plants such as New Zealand
pygmyweed cover the whole water surface and choke out all other
life. These species are pictured on the back page.

The topic will be introduced by Mike Sutton-Croft, the manager of a
newly established county-wide project on the distribution of non-
native species, promoting action to avoid further spread, and control
methods. Mike will be followed by our committee member Dr Carl
Sayer, a specialist in freshwater plants and algae, and who has known
the river since childhood. Carl will say to what extent the Glaven has
been affected, and the approaches to avoiding the severe problems
that have been visited on other rivers.

Cley Village Hall has an ample car park. The timing of the programme
will be:
  2.30pm-3pm. Formal business of the RGCG.
  3pm-4.15pm. Talks by Mike Sutton-Croft and Carl Sayer
  on non-native invasive species, including discussion.
  4.15pm-4.30pm. Tea and biscuits.

As last year we will open the talk to non-members by advertising in
the Glaven Valley Newsletter. As a member you would be most
welcome to bring along any guests who would be interested in the
topic and the activities of the RGCG.
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Highland Cattle on the Water Meadows          “The Glaven Herd”
Years ago grazing on the water meadows was widely practised by
farmers with riverside land, indeed in the Middle Ages such pasture was
much prized. In the Glaven valley in particular there were certainly many
herds and there is plenty of evidence of hotly contested disputes over
grazing rights. In recent years however farming practices and economics
have changed and small herds of cattle have almost disappeared from
the Norfolk scene. A few sheep have continued to live on some of the
fields, but wet land is not ideal for sheep and they have unfortunate
habits such as getting through fences and falling into the river and
drowning. Even Nelson, that most famous Norfolk man, complained,
when he had a period ashore at Burnham Thorpe on half pay, that his
sheep kept getting out and dying “on purpose to vex him”.

The consequence of the water meadows being under grazed has been a
marked deterioration in quality. Reeds, weeds and brambles take over
from grasses and the fields become an impenetrable jungle.

From its earliest days the RGCG has recognised this problem and sought
to introduce a suitable grazing regime with the help and co-operation of
local landowners. Happily there is now substantial progress on this front.
Committee member Steve Henson made contact with a Highland Cattle
specialist, Steve Yarham, from Hindringham, who runs a small herd, and
last summer the first of his animals arrived on the marsh above the ford
at Letheringsett where they stayed until autumn. Since then two other
small herds, both looked after by Steve Yarham, have appeared on the
lower reaches of the river, three animals on the east bank, opposite Cley
Church, and five on the west bank. These five were initially grazing just
up stream from Wiveton Bridge but have recently moved to a field just
inland from the coast road within Wiveton village. It is intended to keep
running six to ten Highlands on the meadows and marshes between
Glanford and the coast road for the foreseeable future. This is easily
achievable on the available acreage without over grazing.

Highland cattle have been chosen for this project because they are
extremely voracious eaters, content to consume and digest roughage
which other breeds would shun, including reeds, the weed Alexander,
nettles and all sorts of marshland species not eaten by other beef breeds
or by sheep. They are also, as befits Highlanders, extremely hardy,
requiring very little attention and able to live in the open in the coldest
weather. They are well adapted to living on marshy land and fending for
themselves. In spite of their rather formidable appearance, with long
curved horns, they are essentially good natured although they are
extremely protective of their calves and can be aggressive towards dogs
or noisy intruders. They are smaller and slower growing than other beef
breeds, taking up to four years to reach full size for slaughter. The meat,
however, is delicious and much prized. With their long shaggy hair and
great horns they perhaps resemble the primitive cattle from which
current commercial breeds were derived.

The motives for keeping the Glaven Herd are in no way economic.
Rather they are part of our project to improve the Valley by reversing, to
a small extent, some of the changes forced on farmers and graziers by
the demands of modern agriculture. Some of the investment in the herd
has been made by local people but the RGCG itself has no financial
interest in it. The beneficial effect of having these animals grazing on the
marshes is already plain to see near Wiveton Bridge, where a very poor
field has been tidied up and manured nicely so that it should produce
excellent growth of spring grass. As they move from field to field in the
Glaven Valley they should enhance the environment both by their rather
spectacular presence and by their effect on the local flora and on bird
life.

The field near Wiveton bridge grazed by the
herd during the winter. The contrast with the
ungrazed field visible on the other side of the
river is plain to see.

This heifer is expecting her second calf in
early summer. The long shaggy coat has
protected her through a cold winter on the
marshes, and she is in good condition going
into the spring.

The Glaven Herd enjoying a meal of carrots.
They are quite placid and will eat from the
hand in normal circumstances, but can become
aggressive when they need to protect their
calves or if they become panicked.
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Blakeney Freshes – Breeding Bird Summary 2008

Improvements to the management of Blakeney Freshes
continued in 2008 with much effort again being put into
the control of thistles and ragwort on the National Trust
land. A new grazier helped us to tackle the under grazed
fields that still exist following the river realignment and this
should hopefully yield better numbers of nesting waders
over the next few years. In addition some good ditching
work by other land owners helped to improve the flow of
water through the marsh and some creation of and
improvements to pools and scrapes will hopefully prove
beneficial for the birds.

It was a mixed year for the breeding birds, with losses due
to the weather and depredation. Despite many hours spent
watching there was no sign of any breeding activity by
Bitterns in 2008. However 2 female Marsh Harriers shared
the same male and produced 3 young.

Reasonable number of waders produced a disappointing
number of young. 39 pairs of Lapwing raised 21 young,
with depredation of chicks noted by Barn Owl and to a
lesser extent by Heron and Marsh Harrier. 30 pairs of
Avocet produced 6 young, all on their second attempt after
relocating to the new area north of the Glaven, created
following the river realignment (Blakeney chapel site). A
dry May left many nests surrounded by dry ground
following hatching, forcing the adults to either abandon or

move the chicks to wetter areas, increasing the risks of
depredation. This dry spell was followed by a cold and wet
period which again accounted for the loss of some chicks.
21 pairs of Redshank raised at least 5 young and 19
Oystercatchers successfully fledged 7 young.

Other species included 4 pairs of Shoveler raising at least
10 young, 22 pairs of Skylark, 14 pairs of Meadow Pipit,
and 8 pairs of Reed Bunting. Warbler numbers included 51

and 19 territories of Sedge Warbler and Reed Warbler
respectively and 7 singing male Cetti’s Warblers. 4 pairs
of Bearded Reedlings fledged an impressive 15 young.

The Chapel site has proven to be an excellent area for
breeding birds over the last few years. Following the river
realignment it has hosted, amongst others, Avocets,
Lapwings, Ringed and Little-ringed Plovers, Shelducks, and
Skylarks. It will be interesting to see this area develop into
more mature saltmarsh over the coming years and what
effects this will have.

Male Marsh Harrier

Oystercatcher

Lapwings in  flight

Many thanks to Richard Brooks for providing us with
the photographs.

Richard Brooks is a professional wildlife
photographer who lives at Fulmodeston. He
publishes his images and articles regularly in the
bird watching press, and produces limited edition
greeting cards, prints and framed pictures.

Those interested in his work can contact him on
01328 878632, or email@richard-brooks.co.uk
Further details see www.richard-brooks.co.uk

http://www.richard-brooks.co.uk
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Hunworth River and Meadow restoration project  Phase 1

Spoil ‘footprint’; mix of soil from past widening, and stone
and sand from dredged and lowered river bed.

Old Alder tree and view of East bank
 before spoil removal starts.

Spoil removal starts on the northern half of the
bank.

The project is an ambitious one with several
elements: removal of spoil on the river bank, and
re-connection of the river and floodplain meadow
(phase 1); in-river wok and some channel re-
alignment work (phase 2). Linking the two are
comprehensive ‘before and after’ studies on
moisture gradients across the meadows, and
relating these to plant and invertebrate studies.

The original plan was to do all the heavy plant work
in phases 1 and 2 at one time, but the complexity,
various wildlife timing constraints, and the funding
option across financial years dictated that it was a
programme of two halves, before the end of March
and August..

The bank spoil removal and re-profiling work took
place on seven working days in March with a
tracked digger and 12 tonne tracked dumper truck,
operated by the Environment Agency. It was
estimated that some 1,200-1,400 tonnes of spoil
was removed. The spoil was lifted and taken away
by working from the centre point of the stretch of
the river in two directions. The north half spoil was
taken to a store located on an arable field, and the
south half has been held on the meadow against
some use in phase 2.  In both cases the machines
were working their way back to the respective exits
so avoiding working over the ‘clean’ banks.

The spoil removal was almost like an archaeological
dig. In past decades the river has been both
widened and deepened. The larger part of the spoil
was good peaty soil from the banks, and within this
there were areas of sand, gravel and stone from the
river bed. Some of the stone was recovered by
hand, with the aim of returning it to where it
belonged in phase 2. The two spoil bank store
heaps were ‘squared of’ on completion, and arrived
at the remarkably similar amounts of 500 cubic
metres on the arable field and 493 cubic metres on
the meadow, from the estimated two different
geometries of the heaps of  2.5x20x10m and
1.6x44x7m.

Following the dredging damage to river and
meadow in the past, over the last 10 - 20 years the
river has seen considerable ‘self-healing’  by some
significant narrowing through silt deposition and
creation of berms (vegetated ‘ledges) in the
channel. However it became clear as the spoil was
removed that the river bed was still, for the whole
central part of the stretch, much lower in relation to
the meadow than it would have been in the past.
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Spoil removal and re-profiling complete

Hunworth River and Meadow restoration project  Phase 1

Working towards the last part of spoil removal and
bank reprofiling to be done, southern half.

When taking the spoil off the bank, which tailed
some 8-10m into the meadow, the digger worked
first parallel to the bank to remove the larger
amount of material, and then worked from the river
inwards across the meadow for some 4m. In doing
so a gradient was introduced coming from the river
to the level of the meadow. This re-introduces a
moisture gradient from wet to less wet, without the
interception of the ‘high and dry’ spoil bank.

In a very severe rain event, then we should find a
24 hour ‘holding’ of flood water on the east side of
the meadow. Over-topping would occur at the upper
section of the reach, and drain-off from the lower
section as the river level subsides. So the work
contributes to reduction of flood risk to properties
downstream as well as recreating a more natural
environment for plants and insects.

At one point on the bank there was a line of tightly
packed alder saplings. These were ‘thinned out’ and
so enabled the bank to be re-profiled there. The
saplings removed were re-planted at other points
where the bank had already been lowered. Perhaps
in a 150-200 years time one or two of these will
attain the venerable majesty of the tree on the
meadow which seeded them. The first part is much
quicker, a half hour work with a digger!

One short stretch of bank in the centre was left
untouched, by chance at the lowest height of spoil
along the whole central section. This was because
there were water vole burrows there, and any
disturbance by the heavy plant operations was
avoided. Other protected species on this stretch of
the river are the white clawed crayfish, and a
remarkable abundance of brook lamprey and bull
head.

The project as stated in the last Newsletter is a
partnership between the Stody Estate with
consultant Richard Hey, the Environment Agency
and the RGCG. We all look forward to phase 2.

Digger ‘fine-tuning’ the bank re-profiling and gradient

Meanwhile we record a particular word of
thanks for this phase to Mick and Lewis,
father and son, who operated the digger
and dumper-truck with much skill.
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Visits and Contacts

The following visits and contacts have taken place since our last Newsletter.

26th November 2008: Danish party of environmental and farming interests spent two hours viewing and
discussing the Cinderella Chalk Rivers Restoration Project; also the perimeter fencing work carried out with grant aid
through the Catchment Sensitive Farming (CSF) initiative.

15th December 2008: Tim Holt-Wilson, project manager of Chalks Rivers East, a new body, contacted the RGCG.
In our response we agreed to a conducted trip of Cinderella as part of day trip to the North Norfolk coast  in 2009.

23rd December 2008: Inaugural meeting of the Sea Trout Project. The RGCG followed up the meeting with our
views on the scoring system for assigning work priorities and activities across the rivers Stiffkey, Burn and Glaven,
taking account of the existing barriers to fish migration upstream, starting with the tidal sluice gates.

12th January 2009: meeting with Anglian Water Services (AWS) at Baconsthorpe to discuss the sewage treatment
works (STW). We agreed that improvements to the moat and Glaven headwaters would be more likely obtained
through the land management aspects of CSF rather than effluent treatment. However, AWS offered information on
reed bed technology, and a visit to Narborough STW where there was a test bed will be pursued.

4th February 2009: The Royal Commission of Environmental Pollution (RCEP) visited the Glaven with a 2 hour stop
at Little Thornage meadows to see the Cinderella restoration work, and in particular the reconnection of river and
flood plain measures, see pictures below. Farming in general was discussed with Ross Haddow of the Stody Estate,
and CSF with the Wensum Catchment Officer. AWS discussed their long term strategy for groundwater abstraction
at Glandford, and improvement to the Cley STW.  Finally the Norfolk wildlife Trust talked about climate change
impacts and management measures at Cley Marshes.

18th February 2009:  Carl Sayer did a talk on behalf of the RGCG at the Norfolk Non-native Species Stakeholder's
Forum. His talk was entitled "The River Glaven: A Catchment Level Approach to Invasive Species".

26th February 2009: Meeting with Dr.Simon Woodhouse of Holt Hall Field Studies Centre to discuss the recasting
of the  RGCG web site. The focus was on how we best engage with the potential for targeting on education informa-
tion, and in particular with primary and secondary school children. This was a very useful session, which led to the
drafting of main headings.

'Spoil removal and bank re-profilng was carried out in October 2006, as part of the Cinderella Project.
Natural regeneration of vegetation occurred in Spring-Summer 2007’. [These pictures taken 22nd April 2009.]
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NEWS ITEMS

Return of the Family Herd.

The Highalnd cattle family herd returned to the Little Thornage Meadows on
Saturday 25th April, with all due paper work completed. The first arrivals were three
cows at 8am, and a further three cows with calf an hour later; and late in the day
the bull.
As soon as the first three cows were set down they started to graze where they
were, having not seen new grass for some months. The three cows and the calves
also felt completely at home, and one of the calves made for the river and a drink.
The bull, who had seen little of new grass or cows of late, looked very interested in
both.
It is good to see the cattle return to the meadows and continue with the much
needed conservation grazing. The improvement from their activities of last year
was significant, but after some seven or eight years with no grazing, it will take
some time to get back to the meadows being in the good condition they should
be. The process is not one that can be speeded up by heavy stocking and more
'eating power' as too many beasts would lead to 'cutting up' of the wet meadows.
There is a balance to be struck; and of course the breed must be one that will
'eat out' the rank vegetation that builds up in a period of no grazing.

See the article [page 2] by Jim Crossley for the further spread of activity that has
taken place on meadows on the River Glaven.

Catchment Sensitive Farming (CSF).

The 2,000 yards of perimeter fencing carried out in March 2008 at the Little Thornage meadows was done with the help
of some grant aid from the new CSF pilot scheme. The North Norfolk rivers catchment area gained th highest level of
support through the efforts of the Catchment Officer and local farmers. The overall success of the pilot has resulted in a
further 'roll-out' by Natural England. The RGCG plan to make some submissions with farmers for smallers items of work
on some of the Glaven meadows.
The application window is March-April, and the work can now be done in the summer months. This is a welcome change
for those with an interest in river meadows, as the previous completion by end March was difficult in working with 'wet'
ground conditions.
We take this opportunity to say again many thanks to Rosanna Dollman for her great help in making our application last
year. Rosanna has since been promoted to a national role. We welcome her replacement Helen Mandley as Catchment
Officer. We met with Helen on the 23rd April to discuss our interests in the Glaven Valley.

Silt Trap for Hempstead Mill Pond.

The Environment Agency, working with the owner of Hempstead Mill Pond and the RGCG, have recently completed a
feasibility study on making a 'silt trap' just upstream of the Pond. Entry of silt into the river has been much reduced by
CSF, but even if it could be eliminated totally, we would still have the gradual downstream movement of that which has
accumulated in the river system over many years.
The design is aimed at retaining the river water during high flow for five minutes, allowing the larger particles to drop
out before reaching the Mill Pond. This will not only benefit the pond, a County Wildlife Site, but also in turn the river
downstream.
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Note for River Glaven Conservation Group Newsletter

RGCG MOST UNWANTED LIST

Robin Combe    Chairman  01263 712058;
 Ian Shepherd    Secretary   01263 713370;

                                     Len Bentley      Treasurer & Membership Secretary 01263 820014
                   Web site www.riverglaven.org.uk

American Signal Crayfish

New Zealand Pigmyweed

Mink

The next Himalayan Balsam clearance day is 21st June, 2 pm, meet at Thornage Mill, all vounteers welcome.

Himalayan Balsam

http://www.riverglaven.org.uk

